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INTRODUCTION
The Kakapo Token was created in December 2021 with the
goal of becoming a decentralized platform that combines
crowdfunding and blockchain technology to protect the
environment and endangered animals. Our mission is to
promote awareness and collect funds to help prevent illegal poaching and preserve species by utilizing the power
of social media.
It was named after the owl parrot Kākāpō (Strigops habroptilus), which resides in New Zealand and is one of the
world's most endangered animals. There are currently only
201 Kākāpōs left in the world.
Kakapo Token will be the world's first widely distributed
blockchain token, leveraging a vast community of people
who wish to help save animals and preserve our precious
environment.

DISCLAIMER
Kakapo Token, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website,
smart contracts and any apps (“Kakapo Token”) as presented in this conceptual
paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of
any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on
the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any
elective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial
environment. Kakapo Token is decentralized and community driven project and
does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors
or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The Kakapo Token
smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The Kakapo Token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions
and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated
token of any kind. Kakapo Token is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money,
or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor
is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in Kakapo Token or acquire or use
Kakapo Token tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom.
Any user of Kakapo Token represents and warrants that such user has received
appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and
after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any
portion or element of Kakapo Token (including the Kakapo Token tokens). The
user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in
accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system,
token or platform, including Kakapo Token, and further disavows any claim of
any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with
Kakapo Token, for any damage suffered, including total loss.

CHARITY
The Kakapo Token team is always on the look for new
charity organizations to which funds collected by charity
tokens will be donated. The team's first charity organization will be the New Zealand Department of Conservation's Kakapo recovery program
(https://www.doc.govt.nz/our-work/kakapo-recovery/).
As the token grows in value, new charity objectives will be
revealed to the whole community, and the community will
be able to vote on which of the targets will be elected for
future donations.
When it comes to charity, the Kakapo Token team wishes
to be completely transparent about where the obtained
charity tokens will be spent. All transfers and contributions
will be traceable via the Kakapo Token website, where you
will be able to view all transactions, values, and charitable
organizations.

TOKEN SPREAD &
PRESALE
There will be 3,998,434,323 tokens, which is approximately
number of species that have gone extinct on Earth.
Initial spread of tokens will be following way

10%, Charity Wallet, will be locked for 3650 days,
after that 1% will be released on every 365 days
10%, Operations Wallet, will be locked for 90 days,
after that 0,5% will be released every 90 days
10%, Marketing Wallet, will be locked for 90 days,
after that 0,5% will be released on every 90 days
35%, Pancake Swap liquidity, will be locked
for 365 days
35%, Pre-sale through pinksale.finance,
target collect 2000BNB for initial liquidity

Kakapo Token is launching two-phased pre-sale for collecting initial liquidity and operations funding for further
development of token. Pre-sale is setup with softcap of
1000BNB and hardcap 2000BNB.
In pre-sale, for 1 BNB, shall you receiver 699726 Kakapo
Tokens.
After listing in PanCake swap, for 1 BNB, shall you receive
559780 Kakapo Tokens
Liquidity raised by pre-sale will be spread in following
way
80%, Added as liquidity into Pancake Swap
4%, Donated to New Zeland Kãkãpõ recovery
6%, Marketing
8%, Operations
2%, pinksale.finance listing fee

Whitelisted pre-sale will start in pinksale.finance at 00:00
UTC on the 3th of December 2021, and will last 6 hours. If
the hardcap is not met during the whitelist sales, the presale will continue as public pre-sale until the end of 4th of
December. Overall the pre-sale lasts 48 hours.

TOKENOMICS
Tokenomics will get applied when you trade/swap
Kakapo Token through Pancake Swap, or any other decentralized swap, where Kakapo Token liquidity has been
provided.
On BUY, there will be 10% fee. The majority of it will be
immediately sent to the Kakapo Token charity wallet,
where it will be exchanged for BNB and distributed to
charity organizations.
There will also be a 10% fee on SELL. The majority will also
be immediately transferred to the Kakapo Token charity
wallet, where it will be exchanged for BNB and ultimately
directed to charity organizations.
A portion of the fees collected will be utilized to further
market and develop the Kakapo Token, while the remainder will be automatically sold to Pancake Swap and
added and locked as liquidity forever.

UNIQUENESS
Since the beginning of life on Earth, almost 4,000,000,000
species have become extinct. Our mission is to do everything possible to keep that figure from rising. Each
Kakapo Token symbolizes a species that have gone extinct.
Kakapo Token invites you to make a genuine impact in
the fight to save our planet and its biodiversity. By obtaining a Kakapo token, you will be contributing in the protection of a wide range of critically endangered wildlife,
beginning with the New Zealand-based Kākāpō birds.
Kakapo Token is the first fully decentralized community
devoted to protecting the future of our planet by channeling funds to preserve endangered species and environmental causes.

ROADMAP*
PHASE 1

- Q4 2021

Kakapo token presale starts pinksale.ﬁnance and becomes available in
Pancake Swap.
Our mission begins by aiding Kakapos in New Zealand expanding to a
variety of other endangered animals soon after.
• Website launch
• Community launch
• Social Media launch
• Pinksale pre-sale - December 3rd
• Pancake Swap listing on World Wildlife Conservation
Day - December 4th
• Social Media Marketing
• Pancake Swap Launch

PHASE 2

- Q1 2022

We will launch the NFT experience to support Kakapos and other
endangered animals.
We will bring their personality traits to the experience by utilizing
NFT’s. Much like each individual is unique so are each of the
NFT’s. The uniqueness connects the alarming status of
endangeded animals closer to our every day life.
• Kakapo Genesis NFT collection (some say that you can ﬁnd
hidden seeds already in December at Slush)
• Additional Smart NFT collections
• Endangered Wildlife Metaverse
• Leaderboards

PHASE 3

- Q2 2022

We will open the opportunity for good environmental causes to
apply our program.
We need to keep our oceans clean and protect our forests to
sustain life on our planet.
• KakapoWallet for managing your tokens and NFT's

PHASE 4
We will continue supporting and aiding veriﬁed environmental
causes supporting our global ecosystem.
• Tools for charities
• Coinmarketcap listing
• Exchange listings
• Voting
• Further milestones

* Check up-to-date roadmap from www.kakapotoken.com

